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What's up? The water, for one thing.
As I write this, our recent rains have ended and the sun has come out.
Transylvania county is under a ﬂood warning through Sunday, but most of the
stream ﬂows have maxed out and are starting to recede.
It's a good thing, too. Friday morning an old guy in a robe and sandals showed
up at my door asking if I knew where he could ﬁnd two kangaroos. This
prompted my trip to the home improvement store, where I was dismayed to
learn they'd already sold out of gopher wood and tape measures marked in
cubits.
Now the river levels across the area are dropping or at least holding steady.
Still, use a lot of caution if you go out -- those high waters have a way of
relocating rocks, gravel and debris and even a few extra inches of water make
a huge difference in the energy exerted on stuff that gets in its way - like the
legs of wading anglers.

The Little River
I took the back way in to the hardware store (okay, actually to ECUSTA Brewing
for a coffee porter) through DuPont State Forest, where I crossed the Little
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of our ﬁne delayed-harvest streams. I slowed down on the bridge for
a look at the water, then pulled off in the parking lot to grab a few pictures to
share with you.
The top row pictures are from roughly the same location on the river, above the
road bridge and looking upstream toward Triple Falls. The top-left was taken
this summer during relatively normal ﬂow, the top-right taken Friday afternoon.
The second row pictures were taken from the pedestrian bridge by the Hooker
Falls parking lot Friday afternoon, the bottom-left looking upstream and the top
left looking downstream.

The Davidson
The Big D was really rocking Thursday. According to the folks at Davidson
River Outﬁtters, ﬂows reached nearly 1500cfs in the evening!
By Friday evening around 4:30 it had "calmed down" to around 750cfs, and
that's when these pictures were taken from just behind ECUSTA, after I got
skunked on gopher wood and a cubit measuring tape at Lowe's.
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The French Broad (North Fork)
Our friends at Headwaters Outﬁtters posted these shots of their stream gauge
(I always get a laugh out of the Armageddon level on the gauge) and gave us
permission to run with them here.
Their gauge has held pretty steady at "1" all day today. A lot of runoff still
making its way from upstream, but holding is progress.
Make a run out to Rosman and check out their beautiful shop and Forks of the
River taproom. A great selection of beers - including what may be the last keg
of 2017 Cold Mountain Winter Ale on the planet!
And you just never know who'll ﬂoat in.
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I heard from a couple of folks at Thursday night's meeting that they'd come into
town early with plans to sneak in a little time on the water, only to decide it
would be better to not chance it.
Many of you are aware of the stream gauges on our rivers, but some of you are
not; or maybe don't think to check them. I encourage you to look at them
before you go out - they can actually be a huge help not only in saving a
wasted trip but in planning a strategy depending on whether the water's up,
down, rising or falling.
Davidson River Stream Gauge
Mills River Stream Gauge
French Broad Stream Gauge (Rosman)
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Unfortunatey, I couldn't ﬁnd a gauge for the Little River at DuPont. If anybody
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knows of one, I'd be in your debt if you could point me in that direction.
If you're ﬂoating -- PLEASE wear a PFD. And if you're going to venture out to
the back country to stalk the wild guys, remember that it's going to get cold and
stuff can go sideways on you really quickly. I encourage you to read this
article.
And thanks for reading this one!

Stay safe, warm and dry. Tight lines to you.

Charles Crolley / Editor

Time is running out to join the great
San Juan River ﬁshing trip!
Time for signing up to join the ﬁshing adventure going to the Soaring Eagle Lodge on
the San Juan River in New Mexico in May 2018 is running out.
http://www.soaringeaglelodge.net/
If you would like to come along on this outstanding trip and catch many large ﬁsh
while enjoying all the amenities of this great lodge, contact Skip Sheldon
(shelhalla@bellsouth.net) to get all the details.
You have to act quickly, however, as the sign-up time is closing.

Thursday Night Meeting Roundup
The regular chapter meeting on Thursday night was well-attended despite the
soggy, cold weather. Many thanks to the "local legends" who showed up to tie
and share their expertise with the rest of us. Still no word on who won the dart
tournament that broke out in the room next door, but we'll let you know when
we hear something.
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The Presnell gang showed us how to get it done!

We also tried out some new-fangled name tags. For those of you who had to
endure them, we apologize. Man, that was a ﬁasco. We'll have the old clip-on
style back next meeting.
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Please stop by the table in the front to pick yours up, and remember to chuck it
back into the box by the door when you leave to help keep our costs down.
Our next meeting will feature Adam Moticak, Hatchery Superintendent of the
Setzer Fish Hatchery. He'll be presenting an overview of the Setzer hatchery
program including how the hatchery operates and ﬁsh culture techniques
currently utilized at the facility. Should be entertaining and informative!

Help Conserve the French Broad.
French Broad Riverkeeper and MountainTrue are combating sediment erosion in our
local waterways. Sediment is a major polluter in our river basin, clogging ﬁsh and
aquatic habitats, increasing water temperatures, and transporting toxic substances.
They are helping to reduce the amount of sediment that ﬂows into our rivers by
planting live-stakes along eroding riverbanks. These stakes will grow into trees that
will stabilize the sides of the rivers and creeks where planted and will reduce the
overall amount of sediment getting into the river.
Lots of dates to choose from, so come out to one or more of the Paddle-n-Plant work
days!
To sign up: https://mountaintrue.org/eventscalendar/
Dates:
February: 2, 7, 27
March: 8, 13
Times: 10am - 4pm

Help Clean Up Bent Creek.
Join The Pisgah Conservancy & Asheville GreenWorks in their efforts to remove (and
recycle) trashed metal culverts from a dump pile in Bent Creek.
We will be removing large metal culverts from a dump pile along the Explorer Loop
and transferring them by foot and truck to a dumpster where they will be hauled off
and recycled. We will be moving large, heavy and sharp items, but will be providing
thick gloves, safety eye-glasses and helmets.
We will likely plan to meet at the Ledford Branch Parking Area within Bent Creek
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Experimental Forest at 10:00 am on January 24th

If you plan on attending, please wear thick clothing: long sleeves, long pants, and
heavy-duty shoes. Please sign-up, and we'll be in touch about details the day before.
Follow the link to register.
https://goo.gl/nBvwNc

2018 Fly Fishing Film Tour Coming to Brevard!

Mark your calendars TODAY for the 2018 Fly Fishing Film Tour, coming to
Brevard on Friday night, May 4th. This same tour is being ticketed around the
country for up to $25 per person.
The incredibly generous people at the Oskar Blues Brewery are picking
up our entire tab for the ﬁlms, so there's ABSOLUTELY NO CHARGE for
admission!
Just show up with your favorite folding chair, stake out a spot, grab a sandwich
from the ChubWagon and a beverage from their outdoor bar and you're all set.
Pisgah TU will have rafﬂes and giveaways to bring in money for our chapter
operations, and we hope you'll all bring some extra cash to get in on the fun.
We're also planning on product demonstrations and contests before the movies
start at dusk, and will let you know more about that as we go along.
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For now,
mark the date and keep your eyes peeled. And if you go into Oskar
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Blues for a delicious beverage and relaxing time out, be sure to say "thank you"
for this incredibly generous gift to every one of us.

Chapter Surveys
Thanks to those of you who participated in last week's communications survey! Your
feedback will help us as we continue to think about better ways to keep in touch, and
we really appreciate your time!
This week's survey concerns our regular monthly chapter meetings. If you have an
opinion you'd like to express, we'd love to hear it! Please take a few minutes to ﬁll
out the survey - if we haven't covered your question, or if there's something you want
to add, there's a space at the bottom where you can ﬁre away.
Thanks again for your time, and we hope to hear from YOU!
Click here to access the Chapter Meeting Survey.

Upcoming Events
Wednesday, January 24, 2018: Pisgah Conservancy and Asheville
GreenWorks are teaming up to clean old culverts and trash out of Bent Creek.
Pisgah TU members and friends are asked to lend these ﬁne folks a hand.
Thursday, January 25, 2018: Regular Board Meeting at the Mills River
Restaurant in Mills River. All chapter members are welcome and encouraged
to attend. Hear what's going on, get involved, and learn more about how our
chapter operates. Meeting starts at 6:30.
February 2, 7, 27: Workdays with French Broad Riverkeeper and Mountain
True, planting live stakes along the French Broad River.
Monday Nights at 6:00: Tyin' and Lyin' at ECUSTA Brewing, presented by
Landon Lipke from Davidson River Outﬁtters. Pizza available by the slice, and
a percentage of every Dead Drift Pale Ale ordered goes to support Pisgah TU.
Tuesday Nights at 6:30: Tuesday Night Fly Tying at Brevard Brewing, hosted
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by Headwaters
Outﬁtters. Every week a different ﬂy is featured, and this week
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it's MIDGES, something near and dear to all our hearts. Drop in for tips, tying
and a delicious craft beverage.
Tuesday Nights at 6:30: FLY WARS at Wedge Brewing (Foundation) in
Asheville, hosted by JEB Hall from Davidson River Outﬁtters. Fly tying meetup
with weekly competitions, new product demos, prizes and giveaways! Pizza
and a pint of outstanding beer for only $10!
Wednesday Nights at 7:00: GET DISTANT series at ECUSTA Brewing - new
this Wednesday.

We just got word of a new thing happening at chapter partner ECUSTA Brewing.
While we don't have tons of info about it yet, we wanted to pass it along - their new
"Get Distant" series.
Every Wednesday through the winter they're teaming up local businesses and
outdoor enthusiasts to bring to you skills and tips on how to better enjoy your outdoor
experiences.
These will be short demos and classes every Wednesday starting at 6 PM and will
vary in length. They will cover a wide variety of subjects including leave no trace
skills, campsite selection, how to ﬁx a ﬂat in the backcountry and proper river
etiquette.
First up is how to start your campﬁre by Nature Neal. Nature Neal will demonstrate
multiple ways to start a ﬁre in different situations from backcountry to backyard!
Sounds great to us, so we wanted to let you know.
Check with the ﬁne folks at ECUSTA Brewing for more details.
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